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Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in the sixth and final book of this thrilling Warriors prequel

series from #1 nationally bestselling author Erin Hunter. The Dawn of the Clans series takes readers

back to the earliest days of the Clans, when the cats first settled in the forest and began to forge the

warrior code.After moons of strife, the forest cats have settled into five camps. But now the

dangerous rogue Slash has kidnapped Clear Sky's mate, Star Flower, and made demands for prey

that the cats cannot afford to meet. Desperate to save Star Flower, Clear Sky must convince the

other groupsâ€”led by Tall Shadow, Wind Runner, Thunder, and River Rippleâ€”to join forces, or

their new way of life may not survive.Dawn of the Clans #6: Path of Stars also includes a sneak

peek at the next Warriors series, A Vision of Shadows!
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Such a great ending to a wonderful arch of a great series. I adored Dawn of the Clans. It felt like the

old books and was probably my favorite arch. I can't wait for the new arch, but I do hope they make

more presequels like this. Erin hunter never fails me.

Loved this book! I borrowed it from the library, and I'm in the middle of re-reading it. I really want to

get a copy for myself seeing that it has a poster. This is the best book of the series, but I'm really



sad that **Spoiler Alert** Gray Wing died at the end. Turtle Tail said it was his kits' destiny to only

know him as a memory. Sounds ominus, eh? My eyes actually started watering, and I NEVER cry.

Never. The last sentence hit me hardest- "I have traveled so far and loved so much, and yet I am

still following the Sun Trail, heading for my new hunting grounds."I can't wait for The Apprentice's

Quest to come out. The excerpt at the end was pretty cool, but ya know, it didn't really give away

much. I saw on the wiki that the 2nd book of VOS is called The Lost Clan. //GASP Is SkyClan

coming to the lake or something?

Loved every moment of this book, but I had guessed the ending after reading the prologue. Despite

this, I loved every second and couldn't put the book down. I finished it the day I bought it. I do hope

there will be more books with these characters in it and am looking forward to the super edition

about Moth Flight. Wonderful book. The ending was one that left me dwelling on it long after I

finished the book (most likely because the character was my all time favor in the series).

probably the most intense of them all. which i loved. please do another book continuing Warriors

dawn of the clans #6: Path of stars.

A satisfying ending to one of the best arcs they've written so far! A few of the books in the series got

a little clunky and a few characters became insufferable, but I still really enjoyed the story! Too

many characters were introduced in the later books as well, making it hard to really enjoy them all,

while previous characters are poor background faces without any personality. It's hard to love them

all even a little when they're pushed aside. Especially Sun Shadow; I was very disappointed in how

little contribution he ended up bringing to the plot. And characters that we loved like Jagged Peak,

have sharp transitions of personality in which we end up strongly disliking them and not

understanding why they've become so unpleasant and annoying. Clear Sky had a similar issue.

Sometimes you think he's better and he's changed, and then he goes right back to being a total

badger.Honestly though, it's still much better than a few of the last arcs. Very nice characters for the

most part.

I first picked up a Warriors book when I was ten, and I fell in love with every aspect of the stories.

I'm almost fifteen now, and my love that started a few years ago has remained true. There are more

than sixty books in the series (as of right now), so one would think, "Wow, that's a lot of books!"

Honestly, it is. But each book has so much action and adventure in it, you want even more. Each



book is phenomenal, but if I had to choose my favorite out of the gargantuan series, it would have to

be Path of Stars. It's the greatest one in my opinion because it has the same air about it that the first

book--Into the Wild--plus some more things, like sacrificing oneself for others. Those virtues last

forever.

My daughter who is 11 is HOOKED on this series. I cannot believe how fast she is a making it

through all these books. I can't complain about spending the money especially when she is

reading!! Thank You so much for writing a series to get kids interested in reading!! She will stay up

way past her bedtime reading. It's hard to argue with her when she says just one more chapter.....

*WARNING: Slight spoilers ahead....An awesome end to an amazing arch. While I'm sad to see that

it seems to not be in the works to be continued I am ecstatic to see a new beginning with

bramble/squirrel offspring in next arch (yes I totally didn't expect that either). I felt a little rushed at

the end of this one I hope that the authors decide to go more into details with super editions in the

least. I think they had a great set up for a new series of archs apart from the originals. It left me with

quite a few questions and a lot of wondering. The ending had me nearly balling and I have never

had quite that reaction in all my years reading these books. Thrilling, enchanting and heartbreaking,

you will be on the edge of seat and most unwilling to set this book down (I know I couldn't!)
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